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Abstract— This paper presents a new method to allow
robots to accompany a person or a group of people imitating
pedestrians behavior. Two-people groups usually walk in a
side-by-side formation and three-people groups walk in a V-
formation so that they can see each other. For this reason,
the proposed method combines a Side-by-side and V-formation
pedestrian model with the Anticipative Kinodynamic Planner
(AKP). Combining these methods, the robot is able to do an
anticipatory accompaniment of groups of humans, as well as to
avoid static and dynamic obstacles in advance, while keeping
the prescribed formations. The proposed framework allows also
a dynamical re-positioning of the robot, if the physical position
of the partners change in the group formation. Furthermore,
people have a randomness factor that the robot has to manage,
for that reason, the system was adapted to deal with changes in
people’s velocity, orientation and occlusions. Finally, the method
has been validated using synthetic experiments and real-life
experiments with our Tibi robot. In addition, a user study has
been realized to reveal the social acceptability of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In some years, robots are going to share environments with
humans, for this reason, their behavior should be accepted
by people, therefore, robots will need to understand human
behaviors and to reproduce them, while doing some tasks
with them. For instance, the well-known “companion robot”,
which is a robot moving in a human crowd accompanying
one or more pedestrians (e.g. for assisting them in some
task [1], guiding them [2]–[4], for recreational purposes or
even as an autonomous vehicle -e.g. a wheelchair- [5]) would
clearly also need to be able to move as part of a group.
Specific to navigation tasks in urban environments, walk-
ing formation is one of the most important problems. In these
environments, people tend to walk in groups. Humans are
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Fig. 1. Real-life experiments in the Barcelona Robot Lab. Left:
Tibi accompanies the volunteers in one side of the V-formation.
Center: Tibi accompanies the volunteers in the middle of the V-
formation. Right: Tibi accompanies one volunteer in Side-by-side
formation
able to naturally walk in different formations, depending on
the number and type of group members, while navigating
the environment. Two people groups typically walk in a
side-by-side formation; three people groups usually walk in
a V-formation [6]. Then, in order to make robots capable
of navigating together with people, it is very important that
robots have the capacity to join side-by-side formation and
V-formation, Fig. 1. While obviously also larger groups with
4 or more members are present in pedestrian crowds, 2 and 3
people groups are more frequent and are the only ones with
a stable spatial structure, while larger groups tend to split
in two and three people subgroups [7]–[12]. Furthermore,
due to occlusion, it may be very difficult to track all the
members of a large group using the robot’s sensors. Then, it
appears thus natural to focus for the moment on an explicit
implementation limited to groups of 2 or 3 components.
Walking in groups is not at all trivial for robots, because
this involves complex computations. Robots have to perform
several complex tasks at the same time, such as: to infer
the final destination and the best path to go through; to
take into account the orientation of the movement of the
group; to adapt their desired velocity to the changes of
the people’s velocity (accelerating, decelerating and even
stopping when necessary); to maintain the formation and to
be able to change their position in the group if people change
their positions; to always detect their companions or at least
include a behavior to deal with people’s occlusions by other
members of the group; and, finally, to anticipate the behavior
of all pedestrians to avoid collisions in advance. In this work,
all these problems have been addressed to achieve the goal
of accompanying groups of people.
In the remainder of the paper, the related work is presented
in Sec. II. Sec. III exposes the implemented approach.
The metrics of performances are introduced in Sec. IV.
Sec. V describes the results of synthetic experiments and
real-life experiments. Sec. VI present an user study. Finally,
conclusions are given in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
This section presents the related work on models of robot
companions. Several approaches to accompany and follow
people with several robots have been developed [13]–[15],
but very few of these consider more than one person being
accompanied by the robot [16]–[18]. Furthermore, these
works tend to see the robot as a guide, not as a companion
or coworker that is part of the group.
Authors in [14] proposed a model of people walking side-
by-side which could predict the partners future position,
and subsequently generate a plan. In Repiso et al. [19] the
authors proposed a method for on-line adaptive side-by-side
for human robot companion in dynamic urban environments
and in [20] the authors extended the method to also approach
a moving person to interact. In [21], researchers implemented
a robot that follows people to obtain a more realistic and
human-like navigation in crowded scenarios. Most of the
companion approaches with only one person try to adapt the
robot’s behavior to that of the people being accompanied,
e.g. by trying to infer the behavior of the latter [15].
Regarding the approaches that take into account more than
one person and more than one robot, we can find works as,
Saez et al. [17] that develop a system to allow a group of
robots to move coordinately with a human. Urcola et al. [18]
presented a guiding behavior for a team of robots, where
the leader of the formation was the guiding robot and the
other robots were the followers that were situated behind
the group of people. A previous work [22] implements a
guiding procedure for a group of robots, by using a leader
robot that guides people and several shepherding robots that
try to regroup people and maintain the cohesion of the group.
While other studies only take into account one person
involved in the task or only maintain the cohesion of a group
of people to guide them, we implemented a method that uses
a pedestrian model to obtain a better accompaniment of a
group of people. Also, our robot tries to adapt to the people
behaviour in terms of velocity and walking direction, while
maintains the formation with them. Furthermore, we propose
a solution for the common problem of occlusion of people
inside one group to be able of accompany them taking into
account all members of the group.
.
III. METHOD
This section explains the method implemented to allow a
robot to accompany a group of people. First, the navigation
framework is presented in Section III-A. Second, the new
method to accompany a group of two people in a V-formation
is explained in Section III-B (for the implementation of
Side-by-side walking, refer to the 2-people group description
in [6]). Furthermore, as discussed in [6], this model may
be used also for larger groups, although for the reasons
explained in the introduction we limit ourselves to a two
and three group member implementation.
A. Human-Robot Companion Navigation Framework.
Groups of people can have several destinations in any
environment. Due to that, robots accompanying humans
have to infer from people’s movement the most suitable
destination. In this work, we make use of the Human Motion
Intentionality Predictor (BHMIP) [23] to select the most
probable final destination of the group from all possible
destinations in the environment. These destinations were
predefined in locations such as: work places, entrances and
exits of the environment. Also, the method predicts the
movement of all tracked pedestrians of the environment,
including members of the group, during a window of time of
5 seconds to anticipate their behavior, by using the BHMIP
and the Social Force Model (SFM) [16].
Once the final destination of the group is obtained, all pos-
sible paths are computed by the Anticipative Kinodynamic
Planner (AKP) [24], and extended to accompany people [20].
This extension includes a force for the accompaniment task
and a cost to evaluate the accompaniment task during each
path.
The AKP computes all the paths using the SFM, with the
following equation:









α, β, γ and δ were obtained as described in [13].
The force towards the group destination, that assumes that
the robot adapts its velocity to reach the predicted common
goal of the group, is defined in Eq. 2.




where vr and v0r(dn
g) are, respectively, the current and
desired (e.g., directed towards the goal and with a suitable
speed) velocities of the robot. The therms, F pedr and F
obs
r ,
are two repulsive forces to avoid pedestrians and obstacles
outside the group, see [13].
Finally, Eq. 3 shows the force used by the robot to




f groupr,j , (3)
where r means robot and p means pedestrians and Pc is
the set of all people that the robot accompanies. The force




r,j depending on the distance
between person and robot. These forces are explained in next
Sub-Section (Eqs. 8 and 9).
Once all possible paths that the robot may perform to
accompany the group until the final destination are computed,
the optimal one needs to be selected. The evaluation is done
through the use of a cost function that considers several
characteristics of the paths:
J(S, sgoal, U) = [Jd, Jor, Jr, Jp, Jo, Jc] (4)
The terms in the equation, from left to right, evaluate the
following characteristics: the distance to reach the goal, the
difference between the real orientation of the robot and
the desired orientation to reach the goal, the difficulty of
the robot control to do the path, the work of the robot to
avoid pedestrians and obstacles, and the performance of the
companion task. For more information about the costs that
evaluate the best path, the reader is referred to [19], [25].
Also, we include a brief explanation of the group behavior
cost function in Sub-Section III-B.
After computing each individual cost function, the method
uses two more calculations to obtain a single-objective cost
function. First, to avoid the scaling effect of weighted-sum







The mean, µx, and variance, σx, will be estimated after all
paths are computed.
Finally, a weighted sum J : RI → R is computed to
obtain the final cost, Eq. 6; for additional explanation the
reader is pointed to [25].
J(S, sgoal, U) =
∑
i
wiJ̄i(S, sgoal, U). (6)
B. Three people group model (V-formation)
Here, we proceed to describe the 5-steps method to achieve
the three people group V-formation.
1) Model formulation: In [6], the authors introduced
a mathematical model, based on a pair-wise interaction
potential, describing the dynamics of socially interacting
pedestrian groups. Writing the relative position between two
socially interacting pedestrians i and j as rij ≡ ri − rj =
(rij , θij), where θ = 0 gives the direction to the pedestrians’
goal, the discomfort of i due to not being located in the
optimal position for social interaction with j is given by the
(discomfort) potential 1

















where r0 is the most comfortable interaction distance, and
−1 ≤ η < 0 is related to the intensity of social interaction.
The acceleration of the pedestrian i due to group dynamics,
i.e. the action of the pedestrian aimed to minimize social
interaction discomfort with respect to j, is given by
ffirstij = −∇iU
η(rij). (8)
In the potential of Eq. 7, the radial term R assures that the
pedestrians will have a distance close to r0, while the angular
potential Θη allows them to keep both their interaction
partner and their walking goal in sight (the more negative η
is, the more pedestrians will try to have interaction partners
in their vision field). In a pedestrian group, first neighbors
interact through the force of Eq. 8, while second neighbors
1In Eq. 7, we are assuming −π < θ < π, and using sign(0) = −1 in
order to have a continuous potential. Refer to the original work for details.
interact through a weaker and simplified potential depending





In this model, a pedestrian’s neighborhood is decided based
on its position on the axis orthogonal to the direction of the
goal, see [26] for details.
The model, in agreement with observational data, predicts
that 3 people group:
• are slower than individual pedestrians, and in particular
the velocity of the group is given by
vgroup ≈ vp + 8Cθηπ
3r0κ
< vp, (10)
where vp is the individual preferred velocity for people,
the analog velocity for the robot is represented by the
desired velocity of the robot, v0r(dn
g), in Eq. 2.
• walk in a V-formation, with the central pedestrian
walking slightly behind. This formation is believed to
facilitate communication between all members of the
group.
Furthermore, when combined with proper path planning
and collision avoidance, the model provides a very effective
and natural preservation of group structure while navigating
in complex environments [27].
We would like to stress that this mathematical model is
not a prescription to walk in a V-formation in a 3 pedes-
trian setting, but a more general N-pedestrian model that
reproduces 2 people Side-by-side and 3 people V-formations
in absence of further constraints (e.g. collision avoidance).
While in this section we provided details related to the more
complex 3 people groups, we also used this model for the
implementation of Side-by-side walking.
2) Robot preferred velocity: The model described above
assumes that pedestrians moving in a group have (or agree
on) a similar preferred velocity. Due to Eq. 10, nevertheless,
this is not the velocity at which the group moves. Since
the proposed system is based on a Social Force Model
framework, the robot will need to be provided with the
correct preferred velocity, which is, as stated above, different
from the observed velocity of the companions. This is not,
nevertheless, a serious limitation, at least from a theoretical
viewpoint. We may indeed define the velocity of the group
vgroup as the average of the observed velocities of the
companions, compute the preferred velocity vp by inverting
Eq. 10, and pass the result to the robot as its SFM preferred
velocity.
3) Cost function: By representing the “discomfort” of
the pedestrian for not being in an optimal position with
respect to the companions, the potential of Eq. 7 is the
most natural candidate as a cost function for the “companion
behavior” when using the model of [6] in the proposed robot-
companion system. Similarly, the potential may be used to
define a performance metric that assumes values in [0, 1], as
explained in the next section.
4) Deal with occlusion problems: In the V-formation
model there are two possible types of formations. One with
the robot in the middle of the formation, and other with the
robot in one of the sides. When the robot is on one side, the
system has to deal with partial or total persons’ occlusions.
Then, to deal with these situations, the system generates a
fictitious person behind the human that the robot can detect,
aligned in the direction of occlusion of the laser of the robot.
5) Deal with direction changes until the goal: The method
includes a final goal modification. That is, the robot modifies
the position of the predefined destinations in the environment
to adapt to people movement. When the robot computes the
final destination of the group, it takes into account its current






yr = mxr + b1





ynd = mxnd + b1
(12)
Here, (vxgroup, vygroup) is the average of the observed
velocities of the people that accompanies the robot, (xr, yr)
is the robot’s position, b1 and b2 are calculated using the
previous equations, and (xnd, ynd) is the new final destina-
tion of the robot. The new destination, (xnd, ynd), allows
the robot to move with the group in different directions, that
may differ from the final goal. This functionality is useful if
there are few destinations or far destinations, or there exist
several obstacles until the final goal.
IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
To define a performance metric that assumes values in
[0, 1] (0 representing the minimum value, i.e. inability to keep
the V-formation, and 1 the maximum value, i.e. moving in a
perfect V-formation), we proceed in the following way. We
define a “maximum allowable potential value” Umax for the
system, which corresponds to a formation in which all the
pedestrians and robot walk abreast (acceptable formation),
but the distance between the robot and one of the partners is
r̄ = 0.5 meters (that we define as the minimum acceptable
distance to avoid collisions), while the distance to the other
pedestrian is r0. Then we can calculate Umax by substituting
these values in Eqs. 7, 9 obtaining Eq. 13 for the robot in the
lateral and Eq. 14 for the robot in the center of the group.














while for a robot in the central position it is











We can then numerically compute (e.g., by evaluating
Eqs. 7, 9 in each point of a grid) the minimum value allowed
for the potential2 of the robot given the position of the two
2In the potentials a negative velocity dependent linear term in the direction
of motion has to be added to account for the drift term. The arbitrary
constant has been chosen so that the terms disappear in Eqs. 13, 14.
companions, Umin, and the current potential of the robot
Ucurrent (Eqs. 7, 9), and define the metric M as
M =




We have M ≈ 0 every time the robot gets dangerously close
to one of the pedestrians, and in any other configuration
that it is held similarly ”not comfortable” for pedestrian
interaction by the model of [6], and M ≈ 1 when the robot
accomplishes to walk in a V-formation similar to the one
observed in human pedestrians. Nevertheless, it has to be
stressed that the ”perfect V-formation” (M ≈ 1) is observed
only for pedestrians that walk in wide environments with low
density crowd, and thus the metric defined above is expected
to assume lower values in presence of many obstacles and
pedestrians external to the group. The metric for the Side-
by-side case is defined in an equivalent way, i.e. by using
in Eq. 13 the two people potential of Eq. 7 to describe the
worst acceptable behavior.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section addresses the synthetic and real-life experi-
ment results. First, the proposed method was tested in simu-
lation using several environments and reproducing different
real-life situations. The method was then tested in real-life
experiments, using the robot Tibi of the Institut de Robotica
i Informatica Industrial (IRI). This robot has a maximum
speed of 1 m/s, due to safety reasons. Accordingly, the robot
is able to accompany and adapt its behavior to people who
walk at speeds below 0.8 m/s.
A. Synthetic Experiments
The simulation environment is composed of several ele-
ments. Firstly, the robot follows the method to accompany
people using the proposed group model behavior in com-
bination with the AKP navigation model (the Anticipative
Kinodynamic Planner). As we have commented, the robot
is non-holonomic and has a maximum velocity of 1 m/s.
The robot is represented in the simulated environment by
the Tibi’s model. Secondly, one or two accompanied people
are simulated and walk according to AKP, which gives
more realistic accompany behavior. The predictions of the
people accompanied by the robot are represented in blue,
when they are detected by the robot; and in red when the
second person is not detected by the robot. Also, all people
are represented as green cylinders with identification num-
bers over them. Thirdly, other simulated pedestrians walk
randomly toward different destinations in the environment.
These people use also the Extended Social Force Model
(ESFM) to avoid static obstacles, other people and the robot.
We have several people with a reactive behavior. All people
walk randomly with velocities in the interval [0-0.8] m/s.
Finally, the environment includes several static obstacles
positioned in different places. In the images of the simulated
environment these obstacles are represented by gray surfaces.
Images of the simulated environments in Fig. 2 and 3.
Fig. 2. Synthetic experiments: Simulation environment to test
and evaluate the new method to accompany groups of people.
Up: Computation of the fictitious person to deal with people
occlusions inside the group. Down: Dynamic final goal to include
the orientation of the people of the group to go until the final
destination. The purple cylinders are the static final destinations
of the environment.
Fig. 3. Synthetic experiments: Adaptation of the robot’s physical
position when the partners change its physical position in the group
formation.
Moreover, the simulated environment has other elements,
such as the dynamic final destination represented by a dark-
blue cylinder, the window of the local planner shown as a
black dashed circle around the robot, the local plan that is
drawn in red and the global plan that is drawn in dark blue.
More than 1.900 simulations were performed to test and
validate the new model. The simulation environment repro-
duces several real-life situations, which are described below.
Firstly, the environment allowed to test the method without
any type of obstacles to see the appropriate group behavior of
the robot. When the robot accompanies one person, it does
so by positioning itself on one of the sides of the person
(performance of side-by-side Table. I). Then, when the robot
accompanies a group of two people, it does so by posi-
tioning itself from three different physical positions (right,
center, left) to reach different destinations (performance of
V-formation Table. I). These destinations were used to test
the method for different orientations of the group, within an
environment. To obtain a better accompaniment performance,
the robot used the orientation of the movement of the group
to recalculate each time the best position of the final destina-
tion, Fig. 2-down. In these simulations we observed how the
robot was able to adapt its position dynamically if the people
rearrange their physical position inside the group, Fig. 3, and
how it was able to adapt its preferred velocity to follow the
people’s group velocity, Fig. 4. Secondly, In the case that the
robot accompanies two people, the simulation environment
Fig. 4. Velocity adaptation: The graph shows how the robot adapts
its velocity to the people velocity. This people velocity is the mean
of the detected velocity of all the people of the group.
Performance
Side-by-side 0.89 (± 0.024)
Side-by-side with static and dynamic obstacles 0.81 (± 0.08 )
V-form robot in side 0.84 (± 0.044)
V-form robot in middle 0.83 (± 0.09)
V-form with fictitious person 0.75 (± 0.049)
V-form with static and dynamic obstacles 0.61 (± 0.09)
TABLE I
The results of Performance of the accompaniment of the robot of
the simulation experiments for all the simulated cases.
represented situations where one of the accompanied person
occludes the other, to test the new robot behavior to deal with
people occlusions, Fig. 2-up. When the robot could not detect
one of the accompanied persons, it generated a fictitious one
in the position where the person should be located, behind
the person who was correctly detected. With the position
of the fictitious person, the robot was able to maintain the
V-formation (performances of V-form with fictitious person,
in Table I). Thirdly, the simulations included static obstacles
and random pedestrians walking through random destinations
in the environment. These experiments allowed to study
how the robot anticipates the other people behavior and
future collisions with obstacles. To deal with these future
interactions, the robot compresses or dynamically changes
the formation of the group. Furthermore, if other people
blocked the path of the group until the destination, the group
stopped until pedestrians pass through. If only people of the
group were blocked, the robot would wait until all the group
could walk again (performances of Side-by-side and V-form
with static and dynamic obstacles in Table. I).
The reader can see all the results in terms of performance
in Table. I. The results are expressed in a scale between 0
and 1, where 1 is the best value of performance and the value
between brackets is the standard error of each mean value.
These performances were calculated with the performance
metric of Eq. 15.
B. Real-life Experiments
The real-life experiments were done with the Tibi robot in
the Facultat the Matematiques and Estatistics (FME) and in
the Barcelona Robot Lab (BRL), situated in the Campus nord
Fig. 5. Real-life experiments in the FME: Tibi generates the
fictitious person, because one person is occluded by the other.
of the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC). This robot
is designed to operate in urban pedestrian areas. The robot is
socially accepted and humans take interest in interacting with
it. All people in the environment were detected using a laser
leg detector and tracked using a multi-hypothesis tracker [28]
that differentiates each people using an identifier. Then, as
differentiating the accompanied people is out of the scope
of this paper, we selected these people by proximity at the
beginning of the experiment and keep track of them during
all the experiment.
In the real-life experiments several groups of volunteers
were accompanied to reach different destinations. The robot
could accompany a person doing a Side-by-side formation
or accompany a group of two people doing a V-formation,
in which case the robot could be situated in three possible
physical positions (right, center and left), Fig. 1. Fig. 5
shows a case of occlusion and the posterior creation of the
fictitious person. More than 70 people participated in the
experiments, in pairs or alone, and no instruction were given
to the volunteers, besides telling them that Tibi accompanied
them and they had to walk as they preferred. Also, they may
change their positions inside the formation and the robot
kept doing his job well. Table II shows the performance
results for the real-life experiments. The difference between
the performances in the FME and BRL is due to the space
that is available in each environment, since the method has
an initialization period where the robot is not yet in the
desired position. Notice that the results are expressed in a
scale between 0 and 1. The value between brackets is the
standard error of each mean value. These performances were
calculated with the performance metric of Eq. 15.
We would like to address the reader to see the videos of the
real-life experiments in the following link http://www.
iri.upc.edu/people/erepiso/IROS2019.html.
VI. USER STUDY
The results presented previously demonstrate that the robot
is able to accompany people doing different formations
depending on the number of people that the robot accompa-
nies. Furthermore, a user study was conducted to determine
Performance of Accompaniment
Real on FME Real on BRL
Side-by-side 0.74 (± 0.089) 0.86 (± 0.03)
V-form robot in side 0.64 (± 0.083) 0.78 (± 0.043)
V-form robot in middle 0.63 (± 0.08) 0.77 (± 0.054)
TABLE II
Performance results of the real-life experiments for all the
possible formations. These results include cases without other
people and with other people, as dynamic obstacles for the robot.
Fig. 6. User study results. Left: Robot’s Comfortableness felt by the
volunteers. Right: Robot’s Sociability felt by the volunteers.
whether if the use of the model enhances the companion
behavior of the robot, by comparing the performance of
the proposed method against teleoperation by an expert, and
we should highlight that people perceived that the proposed
method performs similarly to the teleoperation approach.
In the experiments, Tibi was accompanying the partic-
ipants in one of three possible formations (side-by-side,
central V-form and lateral V-form) walking between different
locations of the environment. Furthermore, other pedestrians
were walking around the campus or watching the experiment
and some times interfered in the way of the robot reproducing
situations of obstacle avoidance’s during the companion be-
havior. 174 real-life experiments were performed in the FME
and in North Campus with Tibi: 87 using the method and
87 controlling the robot by teleoperation. The teleoperator
used the following rules: try to imitate the Side-by-side or
V-formation behavior of people walking in groups, while
the robot walk with them in any of the positions. The
participant age range was between [11-58] years old. 70.8%
were men and 29.2% were women. In the study, we included
a questionnaire concerning the level of knowledge of the
participant in the field of robotics. We used a 7-point scale
from ”Not at all” to ”Very much” knowledge in the field.
The results in terms of average and standard deviation were
M=3.03 and SD=2.77, which allows us to conclude that large
part of the participants were potential users not related with
robotics.
Social Scales: Participants were asked a set of questions
following about the experience during the accompaniment
task. All questions were asked on a 7-point scale from
”Not at all” to ”Very much”. To analyze their responses,
we grouped the survey questions into two scales: the first
measured the robot’s sociability, while the second evalu-
ated robot’s comfortableness felt by the volunteers. Both
scales surpassed the commonly used 0.71 level of reliability,
Cronbach’s alpha. Each scale response was computed by
averaging the results of the survey questions comprising
the scale. ANOVAs were run on each scale to highlight
differences between the two robot’s behaviors, teleoperation
and method. For the robot’s sociability and Comfortableness
score plotted in Fig. 6, pairwise comparison with Bonferroni
demonstrate no statistical difference between the two kind
of navigation approaches, p > 0.5.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new method to accompany peo-
ple in groups of two or three members using a mobile
autonomous robot. The proposed algorithm combines the
Side-by-side and V-formation pedestrian model [27], with
the Anticipative Kinodynamic Planner (AKP) [29].
The major contributions of this paper are three-fold: First,
we obtained dynamical behavior for the robot to accompany
one or two people in a group of two or three members. Using
the proposed method, the robot is able to find the best path
to accompany the group, while taking into account future
interactions with other people and obstacles; furthermore, the
method allows the robot to maintain the Side-by-side or V-
formation and dynamically change its physical position in the
formation of the group if it is necessary. Second, we propose
different solutions to deal with the randomness of people, as
the velocity adaptation; and the dynamic goal calculation
to take into account the direction of the movement of the
accompanied people. Furthermore, the method is able to
deal with people occlusions inside the group. Third, the
method was tested in synthetic experiments (more than
1.900 simulations) and in real-life experiments (174 real-live
experiments) in the FME and in the BRL environment with
non-trained volunteers, obtaining good results. Furthermore,
a user study showed the acceptance of the method by inexpert
people, because the method was compared with a teleop
performance and they found no difference between the two
approaches.
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